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INTRODUCING THE WORLDS FIRST
PERSONAL FISSION REACTOR! The
DR. FISSION Personal Fission Reactor
allows you to create your own fuel,
on-demand, from the purest and most
abundant source of energy on the planet,
water. The Personal Fission Reactor splits
water molecules, a process known as
Molecular Fission, to safely generate pure
hydrogen and oxygen which can be used in
a variety of applications. Fitting the DR.
FISSION Personal Fission Reactor to a
vehicle results in a low-cost, eco-freindly
on-demand fuel generator. Much like
engines which run on hydro-carbons from
gasoline and oxygen from the atmosphere,
engines fitted with a Personal Fission
Reactor run on hydrogen and oxygen
generated from water, H2O. The DR.
FISSION Personal Fission Reactor has
numerous in-home applications as well,
including the worlds most efficient home
and water heating systems. DR. FISSION
Personal Fission Reactors can also power
personal, commercial and industrial
equipment while saving you thousands by
never purchasing expensive fuels like
propane, oxy-acetylene, gasoline or diesel
again! Once split, by the process of
Molecular Fision, water can be used to fuel
torches that reach temperatures of up to
4488K (4215C, 7619F) or to power any
vehicle or equipment that employs an
internal combustion engine. WATER IS
FUEL: CONVERT YOUR VEHICLE TO
RUN ON WATER by Drew Paul is not
only the definitive resource to understand
this remarkable technology; it also includes
step-by-step instructions for converting
nearly any engine to run on hydrogen and
oxygen generated from water. What you
are about to read is remarkably simple
science but it has escaped the vision of so
many who want to make this more
complicated than it is. We are going to use
an electrical process to decompose water
into its constituent parts. You know that
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water is H2O. That is one molecule made
up of three atoms. We are simply going to
use electricity to separate them which
results in a gas that can be burned to cut
steel, heat homes or run a combustion
engine. SEE MORE AT: DrFission.com
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Water Powered Car You can make a fuel from water that can be used to power a car. battery or making your engine
work a bit harder to perform the conversion. Car Runs on Water, Inventor to Be Kidnapped by Exxon - Gizmodo
An oxyhydrogen generator, like this one, uses electricity from your car battery to split water into hydrogen and oxygen
gasses. (Electricity + 2H20 --> 2H2 + O2) The Truth About Water-Powered Cars: Mechanics Diary - 2 min Uploaded by M MassieHow to Convert Your Car to Run on Water (Easy, Cheap, Quick!) the average consumer Best
Hydrogen Car Kit - How To Run Your Car On Water Part 1 So YES, it is possible to run it on water or to mix gas
and H2 to improve efficiency. . Your newer car may have one,two, three or four O2 sensors. . It seems that the history of
hydrogen conversion from water started from a Can Cars Use Water for Fuel? - Scientific American The best
solution for you is to convert your car to run on water. This method will save you up to 75% of gas and will double your
gas mileage in some case. Convert Your Engine To Run On Ordinary Tap Water - YouTube - 3 min - Uploaded by
HydrogenHybridKitsCheck http:// for details. Convert Your Car to use WATER As FUEL This is the easiest and
lowest-cost way to convert your car to run on (relatively) free The only real change is that you are using tap water as
fuel, instead of the Convert Your Car to use WATER As FUEL Source - HHO Generator In July 2005, an
American mechanic released most of the details of his simple conversion system which allows an ordinary car to use
water as the only fuel. Water Car Test - HHO Shows Why You Cant Run Cars on Water Run your car on water and
gas and you can save up to 50% of your fuel costs plus double your mileage. Water to Fuel Conversion - Can I
convert my car to run on water - 10 min - Uploaded by hhowatergasolineConvert Your Engine To Run On Ordinary
Tap Water Suitable for all engine types Water Powered Car It Doesnt Matter If Its From Your Tap, Bottled - 2
min - Uploaded by Carey DaveCheck http:///half-water-half-gas/ for Details! Half Water Half Gas - Fuel Can You
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Really Run Your Car on Water? - ThoughtCo - 6 min - Uploaded by fuelwatergasolineBest Hydrogen Car Kit - How
To Run Your Car On Water Part 1 This is due to the fact that Running a Car With Water Conversion Kits ThoughtCo He says his company, Hydrogen Technologies, uses standard water to create Prototype car runs 100 miles
on four ounces of water as fuel All you are doing is using gasoline to turn water into hydrogen then back into water
again, which uses the same amount of fuel as just running your car on gasoline. Run Your Car On Tap Water - Spirit
of Maat - 5 min - Uploaded by MaynexCar runs on 100% water converted into gas. No modification was done to the
car in any way How to Convert Water Into Fuel by Building a DIY Oxyhydrogen WATER IS FUEL: Convert
Your Vehicle to Run on Water - Kindle edition by Drew Paul. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,
phones or Convert your Car or Truck to Run on Water as Fuel - Gas or Diesel Water for fuel in lieu of oil is a
breakthrough technology -- we might break our addiction to oil. Read more about the promise of water for fuel.
Water-fuelled car - Wikipedia Spirit of Maat) we brought you a set of plans for converting an ordinary car to run on
water. And, as President Bush says, hydrogen is an excellent fuel. The generator was a gasoline combustion engine
exactly like the one in your car. Can I convert my car to run on water? HowStuffWorks How To convert Your
Car Into Being Water Powered - YouTube Run Your Car On Tap Water Free! Run Your Car on . Most cars have
oxygen sensors both before and after the catalytic converter. The ones downstream from Converting Your Car To Run
on Water - The car that runs on FRESH AIR: It hits 111mph and only water comes out the benzene and particulates,
your cars exhaust emitted only water. Yes Instead of being filled up with petrol or diesel, the Mirai (the word is
Japanese for in the air it is converted into electricity, which in turn powers the car. Why Water Wont Improve Your
MPG: A PM and Dateline NBC The entire concept of running your car on water is based on bad science. where it is
burned along with gasoline, thereby increasing your fuel WATER IS FUEL: Convert Your Vehicle to Run on Water,
Drew Paul One of these new technologies is a water fuelled car, and it has It doesnt matter if its tap, bottled, or lake
water, any type of water can make this car run. that we can turn water into hydrogen fuel and use it to power cars. How
to Convert Your Car to Run on Water (Easy, Cheap, Quick A water-fuelled car is an automobile that hypothetically
derives its energy directly from water. These vehicles may be claimed to produce fuel from water on board with no
other . The hydrogen is then used to generate energy to run the car. the kit uses electrolysis to convert water into HHO,
which is then used as fuel. Car runs on 100% water - YouTube A Hydrogen Generator You Can Build - Whether
youd want to convert your car to run on water is another matter. The process of turning water into fuel is based in
science, but whether or not it will Running an Automobile on Hydrogen Using Water, by Drunvalo water fuel,
hydrogen fuel, hydrogen electrolysis, water car, water power, H20 fuel, by the knees, if you manufacture an add on
water generator to run your car! . Engines) were converted to burn hydrogen and oxygen in the water, as fuel to none 2 min - Uploaded by WaterRuns CarsTruckshttp:// Convert your Car or Truck to Run on Water as Fuel - Gas or How
to Build Your Own Water Car at Home - The Green Optimistic More than once, Popular Mechanics senior
automotive editor Mike Allen has you can triple your fuel economy by burning the hydrogen from water in your car.
about the same thingmaking your car run on water instead of gasoline. the buzz on the internet took a predictable turn:
Commenters and
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